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Abstract Conservation strategies to protect biodiversity and support household livelihoods face numerous challenges. Across the tropics, efforts focus on balancing trade-offs in local communities near the borders of protected areas. Devolving rights and control over certain resources to communities is increasingly considered necessary, but decades of attempts have yielded limited success and few lessons on how such interventions could be successful in improving livelihoods. We investigated a key feature of household well-being, the experience of food insecurity, in villages across Tanzania’s northern wildlife tourist circuit. Using a sample of 2,499 primarily livestock-keeping households we compared food insecurity in villages participating in the country’s principal community-based conservation strategy with nearby control areas. We tested whether community-based projects could offset the central costs experienced by households near strictly protected areas (i.e. frequent human–wildlife conflict and restricted access to resources). We found substantial heterogeneity in outcomes associated with the presence of community-based conservation projects across multiple project sites. Although households in project villages experienced more frequent conflict with wildlife and received few provisioned benefits, there is evidence that these households may have been buffered to some degree against negative effects of wildlife conflict. We interpret our results in light of qualitative institutional factors that may explain various project outcomes. Tanzania, like many areas of conservation importance, contains threatened biodiversity alongside areas of extreme poverty. Our analyses highlight the need to examine more precisely the complex and locally specific mechanisms by which interventions do or do not benefit wildlife and local communities.
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Introduction

In tropical regions trade-offs between human well-being and biodiversity conservation occur most directly in rural communities near the borders of protected areas. Households in these communities incur costs through the loss of land and access to resources, which can limit livelihood opportunities (West et al., 2006; Coad et al., 2008), as well as from direct conflict with wildlife (Hulme & Murphree, 2001; Thirgood et al., 2005; Dickman et al., 2011). Community-based conservation, or the devolution of management and user resource rights to local communities, is promoted as a conservation tool to balance human well-being with biodiversity protection (Borgerhoff Mulder & Coppolillo, 2005). Since their inception the performance of community-based conservation and similar strategies has been debated, and policies in favour of such strategies have faced opposition from conservation biologists and social scientists alike (Naughton-Trevés et al., 2005; Roe, 2008). Evaluations have highlighted numerous shortcomings: projects struggle to generate sufficient long-term revenue and maintain equitable access to economic benefits (Kiss, 2004; Garnett et al., 2007), to overcome assumptions regarding community institutions (Agrawal & Gibson, 1999) and state-level governance (Nelson, 2010), to ensure de facto control of resources at the village level along with adequate capacity support (Tallis et al., 2008), and to achieve ecological goals (Salafsky et al., 2001). Nevertheless, quantitative evidence suggests positive social and ecological outcomes can result from conservation efforts around protected areas (McNally et al., 2011; Ferraro & Hanauer, 2014b) and from community-based conservation projects (Tallis et al., 2008; Brooks et al., 2012).

Accordingly, it is important to consider comparative quantitative evidence in the evaluation of projects that engage in conservation efforts around protected areas (Pullin et al., 2013). Given the variation in outcomes demonstrated through evaluations of community-based conservation, one
question remains central: are community-based strategies successful in achieving their broader goals? Decades of initiatives have yielded conflicting results, which can be attributed to multiple factors. The majority of evidence regarding project success is drawn from single cases over restricted time periods, rendering generalization problematic (Brooks et al., 2006). Desired project outcomes are rarely defined explicitly, which creates difficulty for evaluators in selecting appropriate measures of success (Agrawal & Redford, 2006), particularly when trade-offs are common (e.g. between ecological and economic goals; Brooks et al., 2012). Furthermore, insufficient attention is directed towards the intervening mechanisms by which projects and initiatives ultimately affect well-being and biodiversity (Ferraro & Hanauer, 2014b). Given the poor state of the evaluation literature in these respects (Miteva et al., 2012; Bottrill et al., 2014), and given that community-based conservation success necessarily depends on some level of community engagement affecting household livelihoods, we chose to investigate an outcome that directly affects well-being: household food insecurity.

Wildlife management areas, the dominant model of community-based conservation in Tanzania, were developed to improve livelihoods in communities living near strictly protected areas and in close proximity to wildlife. The model, common throughout southern Africa, was designed following the much-acclaimed CAMPFIRE and ADMADE programmes in Zimbabwe and Zambia (Leader-Williams et al., 1996). Similar national-scale policies are premised on decentralized control of resources, placing rights and authority over land and wildlife in the hands of local governments to incentivize effective local management and often to generate tourism revenue (Igoe & Croucher, 2007). However, communities are rarely given the rights and capacity support to manage resources independently (Nelson, 2010). Instead, community-based conservation policy is essentially a financial bargain between national governments and communities, where a fraction of state tourism revenue is directed towards communities in exchange for local lands being designated for conservation.

In Tanzania and elsewhere, implicit in the bargain is that (1) potential for economic gain motivates local rule enforcement and conservation behaviour (e.g. poaching patrols, adhering to land use restrictions), (2) households receive direct or indirect benefits (e.g. cash, meat, access to schools, improved infrastructure), and (3) benefits outweigh the individual costs of human–wildlife conflict and loss of access to resources in the areas designated for wildlife protection (Mackenzie, 2012; Tetra Tech & Malaisili Initiatives, 2013).

The challenge in evaluating community-based conservation policies is therefore to test the performance of this bargain. Can economic instruments administered at the state level benefit household livelihoods and promote local wildlife management? In the absence of explicitly defined goals and outcomes (Brooks et al., 2006; Garnett et al., 2007) we evaluate the performance of wildlife management areas in terms of household food insecurity. This is a critical measure of well-being in Tanzania and in similar systems (see below). We pay particular attention to the role of wildlife management areas in potentially offsetting the costs of human–wildlife conflict; we propose that serving this function is important because of the necessity for households to tolerate interactions with wildlife for the wildlife management area programme to succeed. We conduct our evaluation across Tanzania’s northern touristic circuit, using a household sample that includes multiple wildlife management areas alongside control areas. This approach addresses many of the problems of existing evaluations, and we target our findings towards the ongoing adaptive management of community-based conservation in Tanzania and similar strategies throughout the tropics.

Community conservation in Tanzania and the importance of food security

Across much of Tanzania and other dryland areas of southern Africa, rural livelihoods are based primarily on small farm and livestock holdings, with decision-making centred around avoiding chronic, seasonal and stochastic food shortages inherent in pastoral production and dryland agriculture (Ellis & Mdoe, 2003; Doss et al., 2008). Food insecurity in this region is widespread, stemming from numerous social and ecological factors, and the effects on children’s health in particular have significant long-term consequences (Lawson et al., 2014). Flexible livelihood strategies, allowing households to manage mixed-asset holdings of livestock and/or crops, can be effective at reducing food insecurity (Hadley et al., 2007). However, restrictions on resource use and mobility imposed by the authorities of strictly protected areas in Tanzania’s northern tourist circuit limit these strategies, and livelihoods are further strained by population pressure and environmental variability (Baird & Leslie, 2013; Goldman & Riosmena, 2013; Salerno et al., 2014).

In addition, conflicts with wildlife near these protected areas impose livelihood costs and contribute to household food insecurity. Attacks by predators on people (Packer et al., 2005) and livestock (Holmern et al., 2007; Roskaft et al., 2013), as well as crop depredation (Gillingham & Lee, 2003; Kaswamila et al., 2007), are frequent. Such conflicts inflict direct economic losses on livestock keepers and farmers, in addition to the opportunity costs of labour devoted to guarding herds and fields. Furthermore, there are direct links between livestock assets, livestock losses to predators, and household resilience, demonstrated through short-term food insecurity and long-term child health outcomes (Hoddinott & Kinsey, 2001; Barua et al., 2013).
The performance of wildlife management areas in Tanzania has yet to be evaluated in terms of an underlying measure of household well-being, including the state of food insecurity. Research suggests that wildlife management areas experience problems common among community-based conservation initiatives, such as persistent human–wildlife conflict (e.g. Gillingham & Lee, 2003), difficulty distributing direct economic benefits within participating communities (e.g. Bamford et al., 2014), and barriers to representative local governance and gaining de facto control over resources (e.g. Benjaminsen et al., 2013). The majority of studies draw on single cases and varying, often qualitative indicators of success. Furthermore, a more comprehensive multisite report using quantitative measures demonstrated increased household assets over a 10-year period, along with signs of strengthened local governance (Tetra Tech & Maliasili Initiatives, 2013), yet no controls were implemented to account for underlying changes.

Outcomes of wildlife management areas are likely to be variable, but the variability must be quantified in meaningful ways to evaluate the policy as a whole. A systematic evaluation is needed, as wildlife management areas hold significant potential given the formal legislation of the rights to control the land (Sulle et al., 2011; Government of Tanzania, 2012), the significant economic value of wildlife for tourism (Sekar et al., 2014), the enabling environment of donor support, and the suggested gains in household wealth and village institutional capacity (Tetra Tech & Maliasili Initiatives, 2013).

We used data from rural villages both within and outside wildlife management areas in Tanzania to ask a critical question regarding the performance of the current community-based conservation strategy: Is there an association between household food insecurity and wildlife management area status? Given the context of vulnerability across our system, we explored the association between food insecurity and human–wildlife conflict and asked whether wildlife management areas may lessen the negative effects of human–wildlife conflict, and whether certain livelihood activities can better support households that are vulnerable to food insecurity in the presence or absence of wildlife management area status. We assessed these research questions using data from 2,499 rural households and Bayesian multilevel statistical models.

**Study area**

The study was conducted within the protected area landscape at the centre of Tanzania’s tourism economy (Sachedina & Nelson, 2010; Fig. 1). Significant areas of savannah and mixed woodlands are protected as national parks (prohibiting settlement, access and resource use by local people), game reserves (allowing licensed trophy hunting by non-local users) and the Ngorongoro Conservation Area (permitting limited settlement and pastoralist activities) (IUCN & UNEP, 2010). Wildlife populations move within and between the protected areas according to variable seasonal rainfall patterns. Rural households of > 60 ethnic groups (predominantly Maasai, Sukuma and Rangi) rely primarily on small farm and/or livestock holdings (Lawson et al., 2014), although pastoralists are increasingly shifting to more crop-based livelihoods (Baird & Leslie, 2013). Ecological and economic value along with ethnic diversity and widespread rural poverty motivate efforts by government and NGOs to balance trade-offs, thereby providing an ideal test case for evaluation of community-based conservation.

**Methods**

Household data were collected between mid 2009 and mid 2011 in 56 rural villages as part of the Whole Village Project, a collaborative initiative of Savannas Forever Tanzania and the University of Minnesota (Borgerhoff Mulder et al., 2010; Lawson et al., 2014). The sampling of villages was based in part on the priorities of development agency partners and the permission of government officials, with attention given to representativeness across environmental and ethnic factors. Institutional assessments were conducted in each village through interviews with village leaders and randomly selected focus groups. In addition to qualitative information these activities yielded village-level variables describing the perceived effectiveness of village governments and relevant stakeholders (e.g. wildlife management areas, active NGOs; Supplementary Material 1).

We used a subset of 40 villages adjacent to protected areas to evaluate the effectiveness of wildlife management area interventions relative to a control group (Fig. 1). Adjacency was defined as within 45 km of a strictly protected area border, based on the furthest distance between a participating village within a wildlife management area and a protected area border. At the time of the study 13 of the 40 villages were participating in one of four wildlife management areas: Burunge, Enduimet, Makame and Makao (Supplementary Table S1). Participating villages contribute land to a jointly controlled wildlife management area, which is managed by an Authorized Association comprising representatives from each village. Although participation is voluntary at the village level, all resident households are considered to be part of the wildlife management area once the village joins the Authorized Association (Supplementary Material 1).

In each village a random sample of c. 60–70 households was selected from village administrative rosters. Tanzanian field teams administered structured questionnaires to household heads in Kiswahili or the local language. Given
the salience of a reliable food supply to households in the arid and semi-arid zones of East Africa, we measured household well-being in terms of food insecurity, using the Household Food Insecurity Access Scale (Coates et al., 2007). Each household was assigned to one of four categories, food secure, mildly food insecure, moderately food insecure or severely food insecure, based on responses to a series of food-related questions. We treated food insecurity as an ordered categorical outcome variable. Human–wildlife conflict was recorded as a binary variable indicating whether or not a household had lost specific types of livestock and/or crops in the previous 12 months; crop loss frequency was not recorded in all villages, and therefore we report this variable for descriptive purposes only and omit it from our statistical models and main conclusions. Household productive livelihood assets were measured as the number of acres cultivated and number of livestock owned (cattle, sheep/goats and poultry). Models include a set of household control variables (e.g. construction material of home, bicycles and mobile phones owned) to account for differences in wealth as revealed through these commonly purchased items. The resulting database characterized the well-being and livelihoods of 2,499 households adjacent to protected areas (Supplementary Material 2).

The survey tools and methodology were approved by the University of Minnesota ethics board and collaborating Tanzanian research institutes.

Analytical approach

We considered descriptive measures of our household sample and then fitted multilevel regression models to investigate the relationship between food insecurity and the focal predictors used to evaluate our research questions: wildlife management area status, human–wildlife conflict, and livelihood strategy (i.e. variable reliance on livestock vs agricultural productive assets).

Because of the multilevel structure of the data (i.e. households clustered within villages, villages clustered within wildlife management areas) we included varying (random) intercepts for villages and wildlife management areas in all models. These intercepts capture contextual effects shared within villages and wildlife management areas that could
make household-level food insecurity measures non-independent (Supplementary Material 3).

We fitted proportional-odds ordered logistic regression models using Markov-chain Monte Carlo methods (Plummer, 2003). In each model a linear equation $\tau_c - \mu$ gave the log-odds that a household was at or below food insecurity level $c$, as a function of predictors and control variables. We began with a basic model for $\mu$ containing only varying intercepts, along with a fixed effect for wildlife management area status:

$$\mu_{h,V,W} = A_V + B_W + \omega \chi_h$$

where $A$ is the varying intercept effect for village $V$, $B$ is the varying intercept effect for wildlife management area $W$, and $\omega$ is the fixed effect of wildlife management area status, with the status of household $h$ indicated by the binary variable $\chi$. The same equation $\mu$ applies at all levels $c$ of the ordered outcome and is best understood as predicting more or less food insecurity (broadly speaking) as the effects on the right-hand side change in sign and magnitude (McCullagh & Nelder, 1989, section 5.2).

To the basic model we added predictors derived from our research questions: human–wildlife conflict, a wildlife management area-specific adjustment to the human–wildlife conflict effect, and productive livelihood assets. The adjustment predictors were specified as binary variables for three types of livestock loss, along with interaction terms for each type of loss with wildlife management area status. The hypothesis that harmful effects of livestock loss are reduced by participation in a wildlife management area would be supported if model coefficients for livestock loss were positive (predicting greater food insecurity after a loss) but those for the interactions were negative (reversing the effect of loss, perhaps only partially). In addition to these predictors we added household-level control covariates to account for differences in wealth accumulation. All models, with the exception of the basic model, included household-level control covariates (Supplementary Material 2 & 3).

Questions regarding food insecurity, human–wildlife conflict and mitigating effects of wildlife management areas, and productive livelihood assets can be investigated by examining the signs and magnitudes of relevant predictors, as well as by comparing models containing various combinations of these predictors (e.g. models containing only main effects vs those containing interactions). We used a posterior predictive criterion, the log-conditional predictive ordinate (logCPOs; Gelfand, 1996), to compare and rank models (Supplementary Material 3). The most complex models we considered included varying predictor effects (random slopes) for individual wildlife management areas. However, logCPOs ranked these models relatively lower than simpler models. Unless otherwise noted, the results presented are based on estimates from the top-ranked model, containing main effects and interactions for wildlife management area status and livestock loss, main effects for productive livelihood assets, and control covariates.

To describe the effects of focal predictors we present graphs showing how a change in each predictor changes the estimated odds of greater food insecurity. These changes are interpreted with respect to the indifference value of $1:1$, indicating that a change in the predictor has little or no measurable effect. Uncertainty about the direction and magnitude of an effect is assessed from its posterior density (readily available via Markov-chain Monte Carlo samples). In the Discussion we interpret particular model results in light of our village-level institutional assessments to better understand contextual features that may inform management decisions for wildlife management areas.

**Results**

**Food insecurity and participation in a wildlife management area**

A higher proportion of households in villages that were participating in wildlife management areas were categorized as extremely food insecure, suffered from human–wildlife conflict (livestock and crop loss), and ranked lower on an index of household wealth, compared to control villages that were also adjacent to a protected area (Table 1; for comparisons between wildlife management areas see Supplementary Table S2). Although this observation suggests that households in wildlife management areas fare worse than those in control villages, more careful analysis is required to evaluate the association between household well-being and wildlife management area status.

Our analyses did not reveal consistent differences in food insecurity between households in wildlife management areas and those in control villages (Fig. 2). On average, households in wildlife management areas appear to be more food insecure (Fig. 2) but there is considerable variation between areas. We found more severe food insecurity in two of the four management areas (Enduimet and Makame; 43% of all households in a wildlife management area), whereas levels of food insecurity in the other two areas (Burunge and Makao) were similar to or lower than in control villages. The odds of severe food insecurity for a typical household in Makame were 5.67 times greater (95% posterior credibility interval: 2.15–12.36) than for a similar household in a control village, whereas the odds for households in Burunge and Makao (Fig. 2) were similar to those of households in a control village. Wildlife management area status per se is therefore not a reliable predictor of food insecurity, but households in certain...


wildlife management areas may tend to be more or less food insecure.

Wildlife conflict and participation in wildlife management areas

Nineteen percent of sample households experienced one or more predation events on medium or large livestock in the 12 months preceding interviews, and the extent of these losses varied with wildlife management area status (38 and 10% of households in villages in wildlife management areas and control villages, respectively). This pattern was not discernible in households reporting predation on poultry. Our models supported an association between livestock loss and more severe food insecurity, while accounting for differences in livestock holdings and other factors (Fig. 3, dashed lines). Losses of cattle and sheep/goats were both associated with greater food insecurity, although there is more uncertainty regarding the deleterious effect of cattle loss, indicated by its relatively broad posterior density.

Despite these costs, results indicate that wildlife management area status was associated with a reduction in the harmful effects of livestock loss. Figure 3 shows the main effects of livestock losses (dashed lines) along with adjustments to those effects experienced by households in wildlife management areas (solid lines). Each plotted adjustment combines a main effect of loss with a wildlife management area interaction, leading to a modest reversal of the effect of loss. Losses of sheep and goats in households in control areas, for example, increased the odds of severe food insecurity by a factor of 1.69 on average (95% CI 1.13–2.45), whereas similar losses in households in wildlife management areas increased the odds by 1.44 (95% CI 0.94–2.11). The latter interval includes the indifference value 1:1, suggesting the possibility that losses of sheep and goats in households in wildlife management areas may have little or no relationship to food insecurity. The wildlife management area adjustments for cattle and poultry show the same pattern but are more uncertain, although the density for cattle loss displays a substantial shift (Fig. 3). We attempted to differentiate the effects of individual wildlife management areas by allowing interactions to vary, but these more complex models ranked lower using logCPOs (model m2, Supplementary Material 3), and the wildlife management area-specific effects did not reveal between-area differences. These analyses were unable to detect specific mechanisms through which wildlife management areas could mitigate for livestock loss (see Discussion).

Food insecurity and productive livelihood assets

As could be expected, households with fewer productive livelihood assets (i.e. livestock and cultivated land) tended to be more food insecure (Supplementary Fig. S1). This relationship was consistent for sheep and goats, poultry, and cultivated land, whereas fewer cattle was not associated as consistently with more severe food insecurity. A lower-ranked model including an interaction effect between productive livelihood assets and wildlife management area (model m3, Supplementary Material 3) suggested the effects of these assets did not differ between households in wildlife management areas and those in control areas. Thus, owning additional assets (particularly sheep/goats, poultry and cultivated land) is equally effective in protecting households against food insecurity whether or not a household is located in a wildlife management area. As with human–wildlife conflict and interaction effects noted above, a more complex model that allowed the effects of productive assets to vary by individual wildlife management area (model m4, Supplementary Material 3) ranked lower and produced estimates with more uncertainty.
Discussion

Human–wildlife conflict is reported more commonly by households located in wildlife management areas than those in control areas, and a simple comparison suggests that households in wildlife management areas are generally more food insecure. However, our analysis across 40 villages found no strong evidence that wildlife management area status was associated with more severe food insecurity; most of the variation in food insecurity was between the individual wildlife management areas. We also report that the costly effects of human–wildlife conflict may be slightly lower in villages in wildlife management areas. Finally, although it is unsurprising that more livelihood assets predict lower household food insecurity, we show that these relationships are consistent between villages in wildlife management areas and those in control areas, as well as across individual wildlife management areas.

We first discuss specific results in the context of the Tanzanian wildlife management area experiment along with the implications for national conservation policy, integrating qualitative institutional assessments from each village into our quantitative findings. We then discuss the broader significance of our study.

Are wildlife management areas working?

Testing the economic arrangement of wildlife management area policy demonstrates that the strategy is not a universally effective community-based conservation solution, and it is likely that multiple factors contribute to the...
diversity of observed outcomes. We show that two of the wildlife management areas studied may support household well-being but households in the remaining two are particularly food insecure. This variation in effectiveness between wildlife management areas is most likely a result of institutional differences at the wildlife management area level, which we observed after controlling for other sources of variation between households (e.g. wealth) and between villages (e.g. social and ecological context, Supplementary Material 3; Goldman & Riosmena, 2013; Lawson et al., 2014). Multiple factors contribute to the ability of the Authorized Associations governing wildlife management areas to meet programmatic and institutional challenges. These include protecting wildlife and habitat, attracting tourism companies and negotiating contracts (increasingly difficult for remote, dry and less biodiverse areas), collecting earned revenue from the state, distributing revenue to participating villages, and providing direct payments and adequate farming and grazing land to households. Furthermore, their capacity is affected by the varying levels of reliable support from donor organizations and agencies (Tetra Tech & Maliasili Initiatives, 2013). These challenges are compounded by frequent incidents of human–wildlife conflict.

Because of the significant costs wildlife can impose on households, we explored associations between food insecurity and human–wildlife conflict and found suggestive evidence that the costs of losing livestock may be slightly lower in wildlife management areas. The interaction effect, although weak and imprecise, is evident when averaged across all wildlife management areas in the sample, and is consistent for various types of livestock lost. Evidence for such a mitigating effect is important, particularly if it is widespread, because the success of wildlife management areas depends on the presence of large wildlife populations to attract tourism revenue, but more wildlife leads to greater losses of livestock and crops, and ensuing food insecurity (Kaswamila et al., 2007). Identifying where such mechanisms exist will be an essential step in understanding which features of the intervention are effective and which are not.

We can only speculate as to the underlying effects responsible for food security outcomes and the observed reduction in the costs of human–wildlife conflict in wildlife management areas. Implicit in the wildlife management area bargain is that state-level revenues will, through various assumed pathways, positively affect residents. Wildlife management areas provide tangible benefits, such as the construction of health centres, schools and wells, implemented through the Authorized Associations, and most participating households recognize these gains (Tetra Tech & Maliasili Initiatives, 2013). Perhaps, as suggested by Baird (2014), development initiatives may be concentrated in and around protected area networks, such that external organizations and funders preferentially direct resources near wildlife management areas. Such forms of rural development affect household health but our data are inadequate to test a causal link between development and food security.

Less direct benefits of wildlife management area establishment may emerge as a consequence of direct engagement with the policy process, and such institutional developments may distinguish wildlife management area villages from other villages that face similar challenges. The authorization requirements include the establishment of village land-use plans that designate areas for wildlife along with village forests and pastures (Sulle et al., 2011). Well-managed resource areas benefit households, and villages typically receive support from external organizations working with the wildlife management area Authorized Associations, although we do not have the data to address these claims directly. External donor support may strengthen the capacity of local governments (e.g. Persha & Andersson, 2014), and the aforementioned multisite report (Tetra Tech & Maliasili Initiatives, 2013) identifies small but tangible gains in the management capacity of wildlife management area village governments and shows that residents increasingly hold their leaders accountable. It is noteworthy, however, that the negotiation of rights to village lands and wildlife can also result in the appropriation of these rights by external interests or local elites (Benjaminsen et al., 2013). There is also potential for financial gain from increased tourism development (Ferraro & Hanauer, 2014b), although local job creation by wildlife management areas is rare.

It is unlikely that a single explanation accounts for how households benefit from participating in wildlife management areas. We highlight the variability in our observed outcomes, which suggests that the wildlife management area bargain holds potential and that the mechanisms by which households can be affected may vary across contexts.

Insights from village leaders

Assessments conducted with community leaders and administrators may in part explain why Enduimet and Makame wildlife management areas appear to suffer particularly severe food insecurity, whereas Burunge and Makao are relatively secure. Leaders in the villages of Makao reported the highest earnings from conservation activities, followed by those of Burunge, whereas the two villages in Makame reportedly had yet to receive any revenue from the wildlife management area. Leaders in Makao described benefits from the wildlife management area, such as funding the construction of a secondary school, staffing a village dispensary and facilitating cooperation between the villages, although there was often a lack of consensus on whether revenue was generated by the wildlife management area itself or if funds came from other sources, such as NGOs or tourism companies. Leaders in one of the Makame...
villages agreed that empowering the community to manage and benefit from their natural resources was a gain, but they observed that ‘areas for people to graze their livestock are being reduced, [and management has] failed to supervise natural resources efficiently’ (Ndedo village leader; interviewed 27 February 2010).

Village assessments revealed that the wildlife management areas, as institutions, varied in their ability to generate revenue and manage resources, following the pattern of observed differences in food insecurity between areas (Fig. 2). The precise reasons, if causality is indeed entailed, are uncertain. The four wildlife management areas vary across ecological gradients, affecting their potential for tourism, although we attempted to control for such variation in our analysis. Differences in revenue may be implicated, although these were reported by the village leaders and may therefore reflect perceived rather than actual earnings. In terms of institutional gains, village leaders in each of the wildlife management areas cited improved management capacity and engagement within and between village governments as positive outcomes of participation, which was suggested in the multi-site report by Tetra Tech & Malasili Initiatives (2013). Although these benefits of wildlife management areas are evident at the village level, links to household benefits remain unclear.

On the basis of our findings we recommend that Tanzania’s national conservation policy take into account the variability in the performance of wildlife management areas. Some areas may be moderately successful despite disproportionately high levels of human–wildlife conflict, and revenue generation is a likely precursor for mediating any benefits to households. If the wildlife management area programme is to continue, we recommend that implementing agencies think carefully about the specific pathways by which revenues and benefits are transferred from wildlife management areas to participating villages and households, the aspects of livelihoods and well-being that are likely to be affected, how to monitor these outcomes and how they vary between wildlife management areas and villages.

Broader implications

Variable outcomes of wildlife management areas are not entirely inconsistent with the majority of site-based studies that have shown these areas to be largely ineffective (e.g. Kangalawe & Noe, 2012; Benjaminsen et al., 2013). It is possible, however, that case studies tend to be conducted in villages with known tensions (Borgerhoff Mulder & Coppolillo, 2005). Detailed accounts of how projects fail are useful, but generalizations regarding the overall effectiveness of a national-scale strategy should be drawn with care. Our failure to identify consistent positive or negative outcomes of community-based conservation across multiple projects and a fairly broad landscape in Tanzania is consistent with reviews and empirical work globally, which indicate that such outcomes are variable and context-dependent (Garnett et al., 2007; Tallis et al., 2008; Brooks et al., 2012). Thus it is inadvisable to make recommendations regarding policy or implementation on the basis of single case studies. Analyses employing large sample sizes across sites, with multiple controls, are necessary to distinguish outcomes of specific interventions from confounding factors.

We have described the challenges of evaluating community-based conservation. We recommend the use of a meaningful measure of household well-being, sampled across project and control villages, to assess strategy performance in the absence of clearly defined goals and outcomes. However, we acknowledge that comparative data cannot determine causality—how would households in Enduimet and Makame have fared without the wildlife management areas? Studies have shown promise in overcoming this issue of counterfactuals and identifying causal mechanisms of environmental initiatives (reviewed in Ferraro & Hanauer, 2014a). Although we evaluated our research questions using a controlled analysis and comparatively rich household-level data (Agrawal, 2014), we recognize the need for future research to take a more mechanistic approach to explain the processes underlying our observed outcomes.

In their current form wildlife management areas are not a cure-all for trade-offs between biodiversity and livelihoods in protected-area landscapes in Tanzania. However, our findings indicate that wildlife management areas specifically, and community-based conservation more generally, can be a promising approach as long as policy-makers guide strategies on the basis of evidence of project successes and failures (Tallis et al., 2008), with close attention to variability in project performance (Miteva et al., 2012), and the specific mechanisms through which outcomes are achieved (Agrawal & Redford, 2006). Evidence for variable outcomes should stimulate research that identifies the best fit between strategy and context, using larger samples of well-controlled data (Borgerhoff Mulder & Coppolillo, 2005). In the meantime, quantitative research such as ours on the effectiveness of community-based conservation must be comfortable with small effect sizes and substantial variation. Similar approaches applied across the tropics will promote improved strategies and management, and ultimately better conservation outcomes.
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